We introduce the notion of a coherent P -ultrafilter on a complete ccc Boolean algebra, strenghtening the notion of a P -point on ω, and show that these ultrafilters exist generically under c = d. This improves the known existence result of Ketonen [K]. Similarly, the existence theorem of Canjar [C] can be extended to show that coherently selective ultrafilters exist generically under c = cov M.
Introduction
The article is organized as follows.
In section 2, we describe the lattice P art(B) of partitions of a complete ccc Boolean algebra B and see how a given ultrafilter U on B interplays with this lattice.
In section 3, we define coherent P -ultrafilters and coherently selective ultrafilters on a complete ccc algebra and show that they exist generically, i.e. every filter with a small base can be extended into such ultrafilter, under conditions isolated in [K] and [C] .
In section 4, we recall the homogeneity problem for extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces -the Stone spaces of complete Boolean algebras. We show the relevance of coherent ultrafilters to this question: a coherent P -ultrafilter on a complete ccc Boolean algebra is an untouchable point in the corresponding Stone space.
The lattice of partitions
Recall that a partition of a Boolean agebra is a maximal antichain. We will denote the set of all infinite partitions of an algebra B by P art(B). We only consider infinite algebras.
Definition 2.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra. For two partitions P, Q of B, say that P refines Q and write P Q if for each p ∈ P there is exactly one q ∈ Q such that p ≤ q. Call P ∧ Q = {p ∧ q; p ∈ P, q ∈ Q} \ {0} the common refinement of P and Q.
The relation P Q is easily seen to be a partial order on P art(B). Note that P ∧ Q is indeed a partition of B that refines both P and Q. In fact, it is the infimum of {P, Q} in (P art(B), ), and makes (P art(B), ∧, {1 B }, ) a semilattice with unit.
Observation 2.2. For a complete Boolean algebra B, the order (P art(B), ) is a lattice. This lattice is complete if and only if B is atomic.
Proof. We show that, in fact, every system {P α ; α ∈ κ} ⊆ P art(B) has a supremum. Fix any P from the system. For p ∈ P , put p 0 = p and inductively define
It is clear that p ≤ p n ≤ q n ≤ p n+1 ≤ q n+1 for each n ∈ ω. Put u(p) = {p n ; n ∈ ω} = {q n ; n ∈ ω}. It is easily seen that the set P α = {u p ; p ∈ P } does not depend on the choice of the starting partition P . Clearly, P α is a partition refined by every P α ; we show that it is the finest among such partitions, and therefore a supremum of {P α ; α ∈ κ}.
Let P α R for every α ∈ κ. It suffices to see that whenever p ≤ r for some p ∈ P α and r ∈ R, we also have u(p) ≤ r; this can be shown by induction for every p n , q n as defined above. Let p ∈ P and let r be the only member of R such that p ≤ r. Every q ∈ P α is below exactly one r ′ ∈ R, and if r = r ′ , then q ⊥ p; hence q 0 = {q ∈ P α ; q p} ≤ r. Similarly, p 1 = {p ∈ P ; p q 0 } ≤ r, and it follows by induction that every p n ≤ q n ≤ r. Hence u(p) ≤ r and P α R.
For completeness, let {P α ; α ∈ κ} be a system of partitions. A supremum P α exists in P art(B) by the above. A complete atomic algebra is a powerset algebra, which is completely distributive. The partition P = α∈κ f (α); f ∈ P α \ {0} is easily seen to be the infimum of the P α . In particular, the set of all atoms is the finest partition of B, i.e., the smallest element of P art(B). In the other direction, if (P art(B), ) is complete, it must have a smallest element, which clearly needs to be a partition consisting exclusively of atoms of B.
Note that for atomless algebras, completeness is actually necessary in the previous observation: the following example shows that in an atomless algebra B that is not σ-complete, two partitions can always be found that do not have a supremum in P art(B).
Example 2.3. Let A = {a n ; n ∈ ω} ⊆ B be a countable subset without a supremum in B; without loss of generality, A is an antichain. Let C be the completion of B, and consider c = C A ∈ C \ B. The element −c ∈ C can be partitioned into some {x α ; α ∈ κ} = X ⊆ B, as B is dense in C.
Split every a n ∈ A into a
and B = {b n ; n ∈ ω}. Then clearly C B = C A = c. Put P = A ∪ X, Q = B ∪ X. Now P, Q are partitions of B, and we show that {P, Q} has no supremum in P art(B).
Let R ∈ P art(B) satisfy P, Q R. Then there must be some r ∈ R such that r ≥ a n , b n for all n; but r ∈ B cannot be a supremum of a n , hence r meets some x ∈ X. In fact, we have x ≤ r, as X ⊆ P ∩ Q and P, Q R. Then the partition R 0 which contains r − x, x ∈ R 0 instead of r ∈ R satisfies P, Q R 0 ≺ R. Hence R is not a supremum.
Recall that partitions P, Q ∈ P art(B) are independent if p ∧ q = 0 for every p ∈ P and q ∈ Q. More generally, {P i ; i ∈ I} is an independent system of partitions if for every finite K ⊆ I and every f ∈ Π {P i ; i ∈ K}, the intersection {f (i); i ∈ K} is nonzero. Note that if P, Q are independent, then P ∨ Q = {1 B } in P art(B).
The structure induced by partitions
Let B be a complete ccc Boolean algebra. For P ∈ P art(B), let B P be the subalgebra completely generated by P ⊆ B. Denote the inclusion as e P : B P ⊆ B. If P Q, let e Q P be the inclusion of B Q in B P . The family {B P ; P ∈ P art(B)} together with the mappings e P Q forms a directed system of complete Boolean algebras indexed by the directed set (P art(B), ).
Observation 2.4. In the setting described above, (a) for each P ∈ P art(B), the algebra B P is isomorphic to P (ω); (b) B P ∧Q is completely generated by B P ∪ B Q , and
(d) for P Q, the embedding e Q P : B Q ⊆ B P is regular; (e) for each P ∈ P art(B), the embedding e P : B P ⊆ B is regular.
Lemma 2.5. The algebra B, with the regular embeddings e P : B P → B, is a direct limit of the directed system of algebras B P and mappings e Q P . For P ∈ P art(B), let J P be the ideal on B generated by P ⊆ B. Note that J P ∧Q = J P ∩ J Q and J P ⊆ J Q for P Q. Write B/P for B/J P and B P /P for B P /J P . Whenever P Q ∈ P art(B), we have J P ⊆ J Q , hence the algebra B/Q is a quotient of B/P ; denote the quotient mapping by f Q P : B/P → B/Q. The family of algebras B/P and mappings f Q P for P, Q ∈ P art(B) forms an inverse system indexed by (P art(B), ).
Observation 2.6. In the setting described above, (a) for each P ∈ P art(B), the quotient B P /P is isomorphic to P (ω)/f in; (b) the inclusion B P /P ⊆ B/P is a regular embedding.
Lemma 2.7. The algebra B, with the quotient mappings f P : B → B/P , is an inverse limit of the inverse system of algebras B/P and mappings f Q P . Employing the Stone duality, we can summarize that Corollary 2.8. (a) Every infinite complete ccc algebra is a limit of a directed system of copies of P (ω). Dually, every infinite ccc extremally disconnected compact space is an inverse limit of an inverse system of copies of βω.
(b) Every infinite complete ccc Boolean algebra is an inverse limit of an inverse system of copies of P (ω)/f in. Dually, every infinite ccc extremally disconnected compact space is a direct limit of a system of copies of ω * .
For an ultrafilter U on B and P a partition of B, let U P = U ∩ B P , which is clearly an ultrafilter on B P . As B P is isomorphic to P (ω), the ultrafilter U P can be viewed as an ultrafilter on ω.
Observation 2.9. Let B be a complete atomless ccc algebra, let P, Q be partitions of B, and let U be an ultrafilter on B. Then (a) P ∩ U = ∅ if and only if U P is trivial.
(b) {P ∈ P art(B); U ∩ P = ∅} is an open dense subset of (P art(B), ).
Coherent ultrafilters
Definition 3.1. Let B be a complete, atomless, ccc algebra. For a property ϕ of families of subsets of ω, we say that a subset X ⊆ B is a coherent ϕ-family on B if for every partition P = {p n ; n ∈ ω} of B, the family {A ⊆ ω; {p n ; n ∈ A} ∈ X} of subsets of ω satisfies ϕ.
For some properties ϕ, the coherent ϕ is actually no stronger than ϕ itself. As an easy example, any antichain in B is a coherent antichain; and any filter F on B is a coherent filter, as for every partition P of B, the family {A ⊆ ω; {p n ; n ∈ A} ∈ F } is a filter on ω. Similarly, every ultrafilter on B is a coherent ultrafilter, and an ultrafilter that is coherently trivial is a generic ultrafilter on B. We are interested in ultrafilters with special properties, for which the coherent version becomes nontrivial.
It can be seen from the very definition that the ZFC implications between various classes of ultrafilters on ω continue to hold for the corresponding classes of coherent ultrafilters on B. For instance, every coherent selective ultrafilter on B is a coherent P -ultrafilter on B, as every selective ultrafilter on ω is a P -ultrafilter on ω.
Coherent P-ultrafilters
Definition 3.2. An ultrafilter U on a complete ccc algebra B is a coherent Pultrafilter if for every partition P of B, the family {A ⊆ ω; {p n ; n ∈ A} ∈ U} is a P -ultrafilter on ω
Seeing that the subalgebra B P is a copy of P (ω), we can equivalently characterize coherent P -ultrafilters as follows.
Observation 3.3. Let B be a complete ccc algebra. An ultrafilter U on B is a coherent P -ultrafilter iff for every pair of partitions P and Q of B such that P Q, either U ∩ Q = ∅, or there is a set X ⊆ P such that X ∈ U and for every q ∈ Q, the set {p ∈ X; p ∧ q = 0} is finite.
It should probably be noted explicitly that as the P -point condition is only evaluated in the subalgebras B P , a coherent P -ultrafilter on B is not, topologically, a P -point in the Stone space of B -unless B happens to be P (ω) itself.
We show now that coherent P -points consistently exist. The proof is an iteration of the Ketonen argument of [K] for the existence of P -points on ω.
Proposition 3.4. Let B be a complete ccc Boolean algebra of size at most c. Every filter on B with a base smaller than c can be extended to a coherent P -ultrafilter on B if and only if c = d.
Proof. Assume c = d and let F ⊆ B be a filter with a base smaller than c. We will construct an increasing chain of filters F α extending F , eventually arriving at a filter F α , where each F α takes care of a pair of partitions, as per 3.3.
Start with F 0 = F and enumerate all partition pairs P Q as (P α , Q α ), where α < d runs through all isolated ordinals. If an increasing chain (F β ; β < α) of filters has already been found such that every F β has a base smaller than c and has the P -ultrafilter property 3.3 with respect to the partition pairs P γ Q γ for γ < β, proceed as follows.
If α is a limit, take for F α the filter generated by {F β ; β < α}; then F α still has a base smaller than c = d. We didn't miss a partition pair here.
If α = β +1 is a successor, consider the partition pair P β Q β . If some q ∈ Q β is compatible with F β , let F α = F β+1 be the filter generated by F β ∪ {q} and be done with (P β , Q β ). If there is no such q in Q β , enumerate Q β as {q n ; n ∈ ω} and consider the refinement P β of Q β . Without loss of generality, every q n ∈ Q β is partitioned into infinitely many p ∈ P β ; enumerate {p ∈ P ; p < q n } as {p m n ; m ∈ ω}. Let {a ξ ; ξ < κ} be a base of F β , for some κ < c. Now perform the Ketonen construction for this step: for each ξ < κ, put f ξ (n) = min {m; a ξ ∧ p m n = 0} if there is such an m. The value of f ξ (n) is defined for infinitely many n, corresponding to those q n which a ξ meets. In the missing places, fill the value of f ξ (n) with the next defined value (there must be some). This yields a family {f ξ : ω → ω; ξ < κ} of functions -which cannot be dominating, as κ < c = d. Therefore, there is a function f : ω → ω which is not dominated by any f ξ ; that is, for each ξ, we have f (n) > f ξ (n) for infinitely many n. We can assume that f is strictly increasing.
Put a = {p m n ; n ∈ ω, m ≤ f (n)}. The element a is compatible with F β , because it meets every a ξ , as witnessed by f ≤ f ξ . Let F α be the filter generated by F β ∪ {a}. This filter obviously extends F β , is generated by fewer than c elements, and has the P -ultrafilter property with respect to (P β , Q β ). Now every ultrafilter extending {F α ; α < c} is a coherent P -ultrafilter on B that extends F , because we have taken care of all possible partition pairs P Q, as requested by 3.3.
The other direction follows from [K] immediately. Being able to extend every small filter F ⊆ B into a coherent P -ultrafilter is apparently stronger than being able to extend every small filter F on ω to a P -point, which itself implies c = d.
For completeness, we translate the Ketonen argument for the opposite direction into the algebra B, showing how d < c can break the coherence anywhere.
Assume d < c and let {f α ; α < d} be a dominating family of functions. Choose any two countable partitions P Q of B such that every q n ∈ Q is partitioned into countably many p m n ∈ P . For each α < d, put a α = {p m n ; m > f α (n)}. The family {a α ; α < d} ∪ {−q n ; n ∈ ω} ⊆ B is centered, and the filter F that it generates has d < c generators. No ultrafilter on B that extends F can be a coherent P -ultrafilter, as witnessed by P Q.
We have shown that coherent P -ultrafilters consistently exist on complete ccc algebras of size not exceeding the continuum. On the other hand, there consistently is no coherent P -ultrafilter on any complete ccc algebra, as even the classical P -points need not exist [W] . Hence the existence of coherent Pultrafilters is undecidable in ZFC.
Question 3.5. The consistency we have shown is what [C] calls "generic existence" -under our assumptions, coherent P -ultrafilters not only exist, but every small filter can be enlarged into one. Questions arise:
(a) Is it consistent that P -points exist on ω, but there are no coherent Pultrafilters on complete atomless ccc algebras?
(b) Is it consistent that a coherent P -ultrafilter exists on a complete atomless ccc algebra B, but does not exist on another?
(c) Is there a single "testing" algebra B with the property that if there is a coherent P -ultrafilter on B, then necessarily c = d, and hence P -ultrafilters exist generically?
Coherent selective ultrafilters
Similarly to coherent P -ultrafilters, we start with the following characterization of coherent selective ultrafilters via partitions.
Observation 3.6. Let B be a complete ccc algebra. An ultrafilter U on B is a coherent selective ultrafilter iff for every pair of partitions P and Q of B such that P Q, either U ∩ Q = ∅, or there is a set X ⊆ P such that X ∈ U and for every q ∈ Q, the set {p ∈ X; p ∧ q = 0} is at most a singleton.
The following proposition generalizes the arguments from [Ke] and [Ca] on existence of selective ultrafilters on ω to coherent selective ultrafilters on complete ccc algebras.
Proposition 3.7. Let B be a complete ccc Boolean algebra of size at most c. Then every filter F on B with a base smaller than c can be extended to a coherent selective ultrafilter on B if and only if c = cov(M).
Proof. Assume c = cov(M) and let F be a filter with a base smaller than c. We will construct an increasing chain of filters extending F . Put F 0 = F and enumerate all partition pairs P Q as {(P α , Q α ); α < cov(M) isolated }.
If an increasing chain (F β ; β < α) of filters has been found such that every F β has a base smaller than c and has the selective property with respect to all {(P γ , Q γ ); γ < β}, proceed as follows.
If α is a limit, take for F α the filter generated by {F β ; β < α}; then F α still has a base smaller than c.
If α = β + 1 is a successor, consider (P, Q) = (P β , Q β ). Without loss of generality, both partitions are infinite, and every q n ∈ Q is infinitely partitioned into p m n ∈ P . If there is some q ∈ Q compatible with F β , let F α be the filter generated by F β ∪ {q}. If there is no such q ∈ Q, consider some base {a ξ ; ξ < κ} of F β , where κ < c. Every a ξ intersects infinitely many q ∈ Q: if a ξ only meets q 1 , . . . , q n ∈ Q, choose a i ξ disjoint with q i , respectively; then a ξ ≤ q i is disjoint with a i ξ -a contradiction.
Consider the set T = Π n∈ω {p m n ; m ∈ ω}; the functions ϕ ∈ T are the selectors for Q. View T as a copy of the Baire space ω ω . If no selector for Q is compatible with F β , put T ξ = {ϕ ∈ T ; rng(ϕ) ⊥ a ξ }; then we have T = ξ<κ T ξ . But the sets T ξ cannot cover T , as κ < cov(M) and every T ξ is a nowhere dense subset of T , which is seen as follows. For a basic clopen subset [s] of T , there is some n > |s| such that a ξ meets q n ∈ Q, because a ξ meets infinitely many q n . Hence some p m n meets a ξ . Extend s into t so that t(n) = m.
Thus there must be a selector ϕ ∈ T with b = rng(ϕ) compatible with every a ξ . Let F β+1 be the filter generated by F β ∪ {b}. Iterating this process, we obtain an increasing sequence of filters (F α ; α ∈ c) extending F = F 0 . Now every ultrafilter extending F α is a coherent selective ultrafilter on B by 3.6.
Nonhomogeneity
Definition 4.1. A topological space X is homogeneous if for every pair of points x, y ∈ X there is an autohomeomorphism h of X such that h(x) = y.
Extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces, which are precisely the Stone spaces of complete Boolean algebras, are long known not to be homogeneous. However, the original elegant proof due to Frolík [F] suggests no simple topological property of points to be a reason for this.
If a space X is not homogeneous, then points x, y ∈ X failing the automorphism property are often called witnesses of nonhomogeneity. In large subclasses of the extremally disconnected compacts, such witnesses have been found by isolating a simple topological property that is shared by some, but not all, points in the space. The subclass of extremally disconnected compact spaces where a witness of nonhomogeneity hasn't been explicitly described yet is currently reduced to the class of ccc spaces of weight at most continuum. In other extremally disconnected compacts, points with even stronger properties have been found. See [S] and [BS] for history and pointers to the development of these questions.
An application to nonhomogeneity
Via Stone duality, the topic has a Boolean translation: we are looking for discretely untouchable ultrafilters on complete ccc Boolean algebras of size (or, equivalently, algebraic density) at most continuum. It is in this form that we actually deal with the question. Proposition 4.3. Let B be a complete ccc algebra. Let U be a coherent Pultrafilter on B. Then U is an untouchable point in the Stone space of B.
Proof. We assume that U is not an atom, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Let R = {F n ; n ∈ ω} be a countable nowhere dense set in St(B) such that F n = U for all n. Choose some a 0 ∈ F 0 with −a 0 ∈ U and put R 0 = {F ∈ R; a 0 ∈ F } ⊆ R. Generally, if a i ∈ B + for i < k are disjoint elements such that i<k a i / ∈ U and R i = {F ∈ R; a i ∈ F }, consider i<k R i ⊆ R. If i<k R i = R, we are done, as − i<k a i ∈ U guarantees U ∈ cl(R). Otherwise, let n k be the first index such that F n k ∈ i<k R i and choose some a k disjoint with i<k a i such that a k ∈ F n k and a k / ∈ U. This construction either stops at some k and we are done, or we arrive at an infinite disjoint system Q = {a i ; i ∈ ω} ⊆ B + . Again, if Q ∈ U, we have U ∈ cl(R). Otherwise, we can assume that Q = 1, so Q is a partition of B. For each a i ∈ Q, choose an infinite partition P i of a i such that P i ∩ R i = ∅ -this is possible, because R i ⊆ R is nowhere dense. Now P = P i Q is a partition pair in B.
As U is a coherent P -ultrafilter and misses Q, there is some X ⊆ P with u = X ∈ U such that for every i, the set {p ∈ X; p ≤ a i } is finite. This means that u / ∈ F n for all n: every F n is in one particular a i , so u ∈ F n would mean that F n contains one of the finitely many {p ≤ u; p ≤ a i }. But this is in contradiction with P i ∩ R i = ∅. So u ∈ U isolates U from cl(R).
In fact, we have proven a slightly stronger statement: U escapes the closure of any nowhere dense set that can be covered by countably many disjoint open sets.
